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I. Choose the correct answer to fill in the blanks.
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(4 x ½ = 2)

1. In which climate does rice grow the best?
a. hot and wet

b. cold and wet

c. humid and wet

d. hot and humid

2. From which source do irrigation canals mostly take water ?
a. sea

b. wells

c. rain

d. rivers

3. India is the largest producer of ________ in the world.
a. cotton

b. jute

c. tea

d. pulses

4. The rivers are full of water during _____ months.
a. summer

b. monsoon

c. spring

d. winter

II. Match the following.

(6 x ½ = 3)

1.

main source of water

a.

Cottage Industries

2.
3.

first metal used by humans
Handicrafts, pottery etc.

b.
c.

millets
copper

4.
5.

Bhakra Nangal Dam
Jowar, bajra and ragi

d.
e.

mercury
rain

6.

metal in liquid form

f.

River Satluj

1. _____ 2. _____ 3. _____ 4. _____ 5. _____ 6. _____

III. Give Reasons.

(2 x 2 = 4)

1. Coal and Petroleum are called fossil fuels.
2. Large scale industries are encouraged in India.

IV. Answer the following questions.

(2 x 2 = 4)

1. What is hydroelectricity?
2. Why is it important to conserve our mineral resources?

V. Differentiate between the following terms.

(1 x 2 = 2)

Metals and Non - metals (Mention any two points)

VI. Observe the given picture and answer the questions.

(4 x ½ = 2)

1. Deep wells called _____________
___________

are drilled to extract

petroleum.
2. We get many fuels such as ________
and ___________ from petroleum.

VII. On the given map, mark and colour the following.
1. any rice growing state
2. any wheat growing state
3. any state where coal is found

(1 x 3 = 3)

